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Create
your own

hamper
At Eataly, we offer a delicious
variety of overflowing gift boxes
for the Christmas season.
Ranging from recipes to regions,
each curated collection is
hand-packed with the highest
quality food by our artisanal
Italian producers. So, whether
you’re shopping for a home
cook, Italophile, or sweets lover,
our gift boxes offer a taste of
Italy for every taste!
Once you place your order, we’ll
hand-wrap each gift box with
a bow and you can place your
Christmas wishes inside in a
festive card.
Happy gifting!
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Our selection of gift boxes

Pasta
al Pesto
MICHELIS HANDMADE
BREADSTICKS
200 g

A picturesque seaside region
in northern Italy, Liguria is
celebrated for its rich artistic
heritage, bustling port cities, and
delicious fresh cuisine, think:
pasta al pesto!

Breadsticks “0” type with
extra virgin olive oil
TROFIETTE
ALTA VALLE SCRIVIA
500 g
Obtained from a high
quality durum wheat
semolina dough that is
worked like In the
traditional way, with slow
and natural drying

Offering a true taste of Liguria,
this gift box features all of the
ingredients for Trofie al Pesto,
the perfect meal to share with
friends and family.

AMICA
SEAS SALT CHIPS
150 g
Hand-cooked potatoes
with a touch of salt

179 AED
BASIL PESTO
WITHOUT GARLIC
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180 g

OLIO ROI
EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE
OIL, CARTE NOIRE

A variation on the classic,
this basil pesto without
garlic adds delicate
flavors to any recipe.

Manufactured without
mechanical assistance,
Great with fish dishes

250 ml

Natale
Italiano
Italians are experts at holiday
entertaining, starting with
the best pasta dish and ending
with panettone, the traditional
Christmas cake, for dessert.

OLIO NAZIONALE
EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE
OIL

DECARLO TOMATO,
ARTICHOKE &RICOTTA
CHEESE PASTA SAUCE

500 ml

220 g

The Olio Nazionale,
Niasca Portofino brings
to every meal the
antique traditions of
olive pressing

A delicious ready pasta
sauce prepared with passion,
made from chopped
tomatoes from Puglia

500 g
Give our whole meal pasta
a surprising consistency
to chewing and a definite
taste of wheat. Cooking
time: 7-8 minutes.

PANETTONE
CLASSIC VINTAGE
1 kg

Taste the warmth of the Italian
celebrations with our selection
of sweet and savory specialties
hailing from our favorite
regional producers.

Typical Italian cake made
from sweet yeast bread
FARFALLE PAGLIA E
FIENO
250 g
Farfalle egg pasta with hay
straw

LEONE GIANDUJA
CREAM TUBE
This chocolate hazelnut
spread is made with IGP
hazelnuts from Piemonte
and comes in a sleek tube
so you can simply squeeze
and spread!

ZIPPER TOTE BAG
Italy is Eataly bag - red,
Made in Eataly

499 AED
RIOLFI CRUSHED
TOMATOES WITH BASIL
680 g
Ripe tomatoes are crushed
and combined with fresh basil
for the perfect base for
cooking up an incredible
sauce at home!
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CAVALIERI PASTA DI
SEMOLA INTEGRALE
TAGLIATELLE BIO GR

BALSAMIC VINEGAR
OF MODENA, GOCCIA
NERA
250 ml
Transforms white meat, boiled
vegetables, marinades and roast
meats into works of art. A light
rain that enhances the dish and
satisfies the palate

PIZZA
PARTY
Who said Pizza making was
difficult? It is even easier with
our gift box filled with the best
ingredients to create an authentic
pizza with the company of loved
ones.

TIPILIANO CAMPISI
CHERRY TOMATO DRY

MUTTI PIZZA SAUCE
AROMATIZZATA

220 g

400 g

Exceptional over the toasted
bread with the addition of a
bit of oil, to enrich the
seasoning of pasta dishes or
to prepare accompanying
tasty sauces to meat and fish.

The Aromatizzata sauce is
made from fresh tomatoes,
an artisanal quality that is
evident from its slightly
thick consistency. It is
seasoned with a hint of
oregano and basil

MULINO MARINO
BURATTO ORGANIC
PIZZA FLOUR
1 kg
Mulino Marino is milled
in pureness and contains
no additional additives
(milk and its derivatives,
vitamins, preservatives,
malt and its derivatives,
etc). Natural stone is
used for grinding cereals

ROI EXTRA VIRGIN
OLIVE OIL
500 ml
Can only be described
as “buttery”, with a thick
mouth feel and slightly
sweet, grassy finish. Picked
later in the season than the
olives used for Tuscan oils

199 AED
MINI
PANDORO CAKE
80 g
Typical Italian cake made
from sweet yeast bread
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NIASCA PORTOFINO
OLIVE NERE
180 g
These delicious black
olives in Extra Virgin
Olive Oil & Aromatic
Herbs make for the best
addition to any appetizer
platter or simply enjoyed
on their own

NIASCA SPARKLING
LEMONADE
250 ml
A sparkling lemonade
made with lemons from
Tigullio, this beverage is
neither too sweet nor too
sour. The effervescence
adds the perfect touch
to make it an incredibly
refreshing drink!

La Dolce
Vita

PANDOLIETTI
CLASSICI
200 g
SCYAVURU CREMA
AL PISTACCHIO
200 g

From creamy pistachio cream
to herbal teas, our selection
of sweets is steeped in history
and tradition. Our artisanal
producers incorporate the best
all-natural ingredients into their
recipes, making La Dolce Vita a
luxurious gift box with the best
of Eataly’s sweet shop, including
cookies, chocolates, spreads and
of course Panettone, the classic
Christmas cake!

A typical Sicilian
Pistachio cream, with a
soft texture

Typical Ligurian biscuit
based on olive oil (without
butter), excellent for
breakfast and as a dessert
after meals

100 g
Venchi is an Italian
gourmet chocolate. The
company gained popularity
throughout Italy with its
Nougatine, small candies
made of crushed &
caramelized hazelnuts
coated in dark chocolate.
MINI PANETTONE
CLASSIC VINTAGE
100 g
Typical Italian cake made
from sweet yeast bread

EARL GREY
IMPERIALE TEA

ANTICA BRONTE
ALMOND NOUGAT

20 COTTON BAGS

200 g

Whole-leaf tea pouches.
Indian black tea
perfumed with bergamot.

Almond crunchy nougat
pieces, croccante.

399 AED
AMARETTI DI
MOMBARUZZO
300 g
A speciality of Piemonte,
Soft Amaretti have been
enjoyed with coffee or
given as gifts since the
18th Century.
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VENCHI PICK & MIX
REGULAR

BACI DARK
CHOCOLATE
PRALINE BAG
143 g
a creamy gianduja and
chopped hazelnut filling,
topped with a crunchy
whole hazelnut, covered
with a fine coating of
delicious dark chocolate.

Truffle
Festa

MIXED TRUFFLE
CASE
140 g

For a dash of decadence, we love
risotto with aromatic truffles;
for a rush of sweetness, we know
that a rich chocolate truffles do
the trick. This holiday season,
Eataly is combining these sweet
and savory indulgences with a
gift box made for truffle lovers.
The ultimate luxury gift, Truffle
Festa is for those who enjoy the
finer flavors in life.

The Tartufini dolci are
an exceptionally delicate
delicacy from Piedmont,
in which dark chocolate
truffles with noble
Piedmontese hazelnuts

500 g
This wonderful sauce is
perfect to add truffle
flavor to any dish. It
comes from an Artisanal
recipe, made mixing
summer truffles 4%,
mushrooms and black
olives.

CARNAROLI RICE
500 g

MORELLI SQUID INK
LINGUINE

The high quality Carnaroli
rice guarantees an optimal
texture after cooking,
which is a fundamental
characteristic for
guaranteeing an excellent
result.

250 g
Morelli’s squid ink
linguine is a deep black
pasta, which forms a
striking contrast when
served with seafood or fish

529 AED
MARIO FONGO
MINI LINGUE
100 g
These mini Italian
crispbreads from artisan
baker Mario Fongo are
super versatile – serve
them with your cheese
platters or make your
own creative canapés
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TRUFFLE SAUCE,
ITALTOUCH

BLACK TRUFFLE OIL
250 ml
Matchless become the
pastas or risotto seasoned
with our Black Truffle
Oil but also meat and fish
dishes of all kinds will be
incomparable

ITALIAN
FEAST

DE CARLO
CHILI TOMATO
PASTA SAUCE
ANTICA MADIA
FARFALLE EGG PASTA
250 g

Bring Italy to the table with
a selection of the most iconic
savory products to prepare an
authentic Italian feast. With
bronze-extruded pasta from
Campania and extra virgin olive
oil from LIguria, this gift box
will complete your pantry with
the best regional products.

From the culinary
tradition of Langhe,
Antica Madia makes these
farfalle with eggs: an
elegant artisan pasta with
an intense flavour

220 g
ITALPESTO PITTED
TAGGIASCA OLIVES

Delicious ready sauces,
made from chopped
tomatoes and carefully
selected raw ingredients
from Puglia

180 g
Located in Liguria,
Italpesto is dedicated to
sharing traditional recipes from the region with
the world, using only the
best local ingredients

AFELTRA 100%
ITALIANA PENNE
RIGATE PASTA
500 g
Traditional techniques
began in Gragnano,
Campania, Italy.Penne are
perfect in baked
pasta dishes

MONTOSCO SICILIAN
WHITE SALT & BLACK
PEPPERCORN
450 g
A beautiful refillable double
grinder that has both sicilian
white salt and black tellicherry
peppercorns

ROI MONOCULTIVAR
TAGGIASCA EXTRA
VIRGIN OLIVE OIL

419 AED

500 ml
A buttery oil with hints
of nuts, discreet fruit,
and gentle herbal flavors,
this extra virgin olive oil
is made with the same
local Taggiasca olives
MARIO FONGO
PARMIGIANO REGGIANO
CRACKERS
200 g
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These Italian crispbread are
commonly known as ‘Mother
in Law Tongues’ because they
are long and pointed. They are
a great alternative to crackers

URSINI SCIUE SCIUE
PASTA SAUCE
200 g
Simple preparation based
on traditional recipes,
Ursini’s sauce contains
just tomato, extra virgin
olive oil and basil:
a simple sauce that’s
instantly ready to eat

DE CARLO OLIVE
BRUSCHETTA
100 g
This black olive
bruschetta combines
De Carlo extra virgin
olive oil with black olives,
capers, and garlic.

Venchi
GiFT BOXES
If you don’t want to go wrong, there
is a sweet solution that will please
everyone, especially those with a
sweet tooth: Venchi’s gift ideas,
colourful and tasty chocolate sets in
different varieties.
Venchi is one of Italy’s most
prestigious makers of handcrafted
chocolates. The company was
established in 1878 and currently
makes more than 350 varieties
of products. The taste of Venchi
chocolate is deeply linked to the
region and traditions of Piedmont.
The gianduja, chocolate bars,
chocolates and spreads are all
characterised by an unmistakable
Italian flavour.
Find a wide range of gift sets: elegant
paper packs of various sizes full
of giandujotti, cremini and more,
tin cans with assorted chocolates,
“books” full of sweet goodness, and
much more.
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With Venchi,
The gifts are even sweeter

our

panettoni

Our Panettoni

This holiday season, bring home
an Italian that’s rich and sweet.
...we’re talking about holiday
cakes, of course! Our legendary
panettoni and pandori come
from northern Italy. Each cake
is made following centuriedold traditions with the highest
quality ingredients, which
symbolize luck and prosperity.
The festively wrapped cakes
make great gifts for your friends
and family (and treats for your
own holiday festivities!).

CLASSIC
PANETTONE VINTAGE / 1 kg

MINI CHOC
CHIP PANDORO/ 80 g

CLASSIC PANETTONE / 2 kg

PEAR AND CHOCOLATE
PANETTONE / 1 kg

PANETTONE WITHOUT CANDIED
FRUITS VINTAGE / 1 kg

PANETTONE GRAND
CHOCOLATE / 1 kg

PANDORO BOX / 900 g

PANETTONE BOX / 900 g

MINI PANETTONE
CLASSIC / 100 g

99AED

89AED

310AED

9AED

85AED

105AED

“Discover our full selection of
panettone in our stores”

69AED

75AED

9AED
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our

panettoni

Our Panettoni

This holiday season, bring home
an Italian that’s rich and sweet.
...we’re talking about holiday
cakes, of course! Our legendary
panettoni and pandori come
from northern Italy. Each cake
is made following centuriedold traditions with the highest
quality ingredients, which
symbolize luck and prosperity.
The festively wrapped cakes
make great gifts for your friends
and family (and treats for your
own holiday festivities!).

VEGAN PANETTONE / 750 g

VERGNANO COFFEE AND
CHOCOLATE PANETTONE / 750 g

GLUTEN FREE
PANETTONE / 600 g

MINI
PANDORO CLASSIC / 80 g

MINI PEAR &
CHOCOLATE PANETTONI / 100 g

GRAN GALUP
CLASSIC PANETTONE / 1 kg

GRAN GALUP
CHOCOLATE PANETTONE / 1 kg

CLASSIC
PANDORO VINTAGE / 1 kg

CHOCOLATE CHIP
PANDORO VINTAGE / 1 kg

110AED

110AED

9AED

9AED

99AED

115AED

“Discover our full selection of
panettone in our stores”

115AED
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105AED

99AED

Holiday Dining

Special
Come to Eataly this December and
feast on sumptuous fresh seafood,
served up Italian style.

Buon appetito!
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KIDS

COOKING
CLASSES
The more you know the more
you enjoy!
At Eataly, we believe that you
are never too young to learn how
to express yourself in the kitchen.
In this special holiday edition of
Kids’ Kitchen, the youngest chefs
will join our expert chefs in a
hands-on experiences as they
prepare Italian classics.

Cake pops

8 December, 11:00AM - 12:30PM

Christmas Brownies

15 December, 11:00AM - 12:30PM
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Panettone

22 December, 11:00AM - 12:30PM

Ginger Bread

29 December, 11:00AM - 12:30PM

Corporate

Gifting
GIFT YOUR BUSINESS PARTNERS THE BEST OF ITALY.
Ready to get started? Our
products experts are excited
to work with you to find the
perfect solution and gift for any
celebration or milestone

From savory to sweet, our premium gift boxes are overflowing with high
quality Italian food.
To give the gift of high quality Italian food contact
Email: hassan.abdelaal@azadea.com
follow us:

@eatalyarabia

www.eatalyarabia.com
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italy is eataly..
..in the world
London
Torino La Mole (next opening)
Torino Lingotto
Torino Lagrange

Munich

Stockholm
Moscow
Instanbul

Paris (next opening)

Seoul

Toronto (next opening)

Tokyo Gransta Marunouchi

Chicago
Tokyo Mitsukoshi Nihonbashi

New York Downtown

Doha

New York Flatiron
Boston

Doha Festival City

Los Angeles

Dubai “Dubai Mall”

Las Vegas (next opening)

Dubai Festival City

Bologna
Pinerolo

Riyadh

San Damiano d’Asti
FICO Eataly World
Monticello d’Alba

Forlì
Piacenza
Bari

San Paulo

Trieste

Genova

Roma

Firenze
Milano

OPENING SOON

Kuwait

•

Verona

•

London

•

Paris

•

Las Vegas

•

Istanbul Bagdat Caddesi

•

Toronto

